Abstract
Obligate intracellular bacteria, such as Chlamydia, Rickettsia and Coxiella, have to infect 67 their eukaryotic host in order to survive. Some of them are able to infect a wide range of hosts 68 and some may even cause an infectious disease. These infections can be asymptomatic but in 69 most cases, they result in significant deleterious effects for the host, often associated with 70 significant mortality and morbidity. Due to the difficulty to detect obligate intracellular 71 bacteria, they have been often described for the first time during outbreaks. Thus, some 72 intracellular bacteria are likely yet unknown whereas others are still only considered as 73 emerging pathogens since it is difficult to confirm their pathogenic role. Moreover, despite 74 significant pathogenicity of several intracellular bacteria, they are still poorly studied. Indeed, 75 due to the historical lack of genetic tools, and due to the need of cell culture, it is very difficult 76 to study their strict intracellular lifestyle and to precise the virulence factors involved in their 77 pathogenesis. Fortunately, several people are working in this field and try to better understand 78 the biology of intracellular bacteria and the pathogenic mechanisms that are at play. The workshop on intracellular bacteria, with 55 participants coming from 21 countries, 99 was organised in Villars-sur-Ollon, in the beautiful scenery offered by the Swiss Alps. The 100 parity was appropriate during this postgraduate course, with 30 men and 25 women, and with 101 people coming from all around the world. Majority of the participants were from European 102 countries, but some people made a long trip, such as 2 investigators from Korea, 3 from 103 Australia, 1 from India, 1 from Sri Lanka, 2 from Tunisia and 1 from USA. The atmosphere was 104 very relaxed and friendly between all participants, allowing fruitful discussions and 105 interactions, particularly during the lunch and diner breaks around delicious specialities like 106 the famous Swiss Raclette (Fig.1 ). This week of scientific presentations on intracellular 107 bacteria was brighten up by an afternoon of hiking in the pastures, allowing also to know each 108 other better (Fig.1 ). For the most motivated people, a jogging session was organised all 109 morning and it was also very nice to discuss and to have the opportunity to create some 110 collaborations in parallel to non-scientific activities (Fig.1) . The last day, it was time to come 111 down again to the lemanic area, since this day was dedicated to the practical session organised 112 in Lausanne at the University Hospital and at the Institute of Microbiology of the University. 113
The practicals represented a good opportunity for all participants, distributed in small groups 114 of 5 persons, to discover some techniques used to study intracellular bacteria, and/or to 115 improve their practical skills (see below). epidemic is now under control but clinicians currently face a subsequent huge outbreak of 160 patients suffering from chronic Q fever. This long lasting Q fever epidemic has been a major 161
opportunity to obtain precise information concerning the control of Q fever outbreaks, the 162 diagnostic, the treatment of the disease and of course, the transmission of Coxiella, which may 163 hopefully help public health actors and infectious diseases specialists to avoid another such 164 large epidemic in the future. The last day of the workshop was dedicated to 9 different practicals (Fig. 3 
